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Discourse XVIII
“Virtuous monks, the physical body composed of the four great elements is impermanent;

every part of it including the spleen, stomach, liver, and gall bladder, the hair, nails, and teeth as
well only proves that all dharmas are empty appearances.

The place were your one thought comes to rest is called the Bodhi Tree; the place were
your one thought cannot come to rest is called the Avidya Tree.    Avidya has no dwelling place;
Avidya has no beginning and no end.    If your successive thoughts cannot come to rest you go up
the Avidya tree; you enter the six paths of existence and the four modes of birth, wear fur on your
body and horns on your head.’’

We spent a whole hour yesterday explaining about the activity of impermanence.    But I
don’t think it is the first time that I’ve spent a whole hour speaking about impermanence.    So I
think that maybe you were able to really grasp what I was talking about yesterday.

The activity, the condition of the origin is doing this activity of impermanence.    The one
who is looking upon the activity of impermanence is, after all, all of you, all of us.    If you had
not appeared here then there would be no one to understand these concepts of impermanence or
permanence.    It’s only because we have all been born here and all of us have developed con-
sciousness, and through this developed consciousness we can come to understand that we and are
world are together with this activity of impermanence, are existing within the activity of imper-
manence.

And, as I always say, the condition of the origin is doing the activity of zero.    The condi-
tion of the origin is the condition in which there is no one seeing, and no one being seen.    It is
the condition in which there is no seeing and no being seen occurring.    And the way that enlight-
ened people have taught us through the ages is that the condition of the origin and this activity of
impermanence are acting completely without will.    

And I spoke in some detail yesterday about how the condition of the origin does an activ-
ity in which sometimes it is unified, and sometimes there are two opposing activities facing one
another.    And I also spoke yesterday about how during this condition in which the activity    of
the origin is repeating over and over and over again at once becoming and then facing, the activ-
ity of feeling comes up within this process.    Today it’s raining, and when it rains within this
world electricity comes up.    I’m not sure if this is actually scientifically correct, but we can
think this way.    

And as I said yesterday, the condition of the origin also manifests a condition in which it
leaves off doing simply polarizing or contrasting or facing, and actually separates.    And I also
spoke yesterday how the existing beings called incomplete space come into being within the in-
terval which is between plus and minus, and they come into being by receiving plus and minus.
This is the very beginning of existent things.    

And now looking from the standpoint of these existent things, these existent beings go
through the process of maturation, and this process of growing and developing happens through
over and over again meeting with the condition of the separation of subject and object, and also
the unification of subject and object.    And the self develops to the degree that it understands that
is made of these four great elements that it talks about in the text.    

The existent thing which has been born here has incomplete space, kukan, as its body,
and as its content it has the present moment, and is doing the activity of the present moment.
The way we teach is that all existent things, beginning with the clods of earth, to stones, to
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plants, to shellfish, to fish, to birds, to animals, and of course human beings, are all appearing
having incomplete space as their content, doing the will-less activity of emptiness, the activity of
the present moment.    A stone, for example, appears as a stone, doing the Dharma activity, and
when it does the complete Dharma activity it is doing the complete activity of the four great ele -
ments.    And plants are the same way, the plants are appearing here as living things, living, mov-
ing things, and inevitably they will manifest the complete Dharma activity, the activity in which
they manifest the total activity of the four elements.    And an insect is exactly the same.    Insects
as well appear having the four elements as their content, and inevitably, without fail they will do
the activity of the complete four elements.    Fish and birds are the same way.    They appear hav-
ing the incomplete activity of the four elements as their content, but, inevitably they will develop
in a way so that they will manifest the complete activity of the four elements, and when manifest
the complete activity of the four elements they will manifest the complete bird, or the complete
fish, which will be the dharmakaya, the body of Dharma.    An animal is the same as a bird or a
mosquito or a fish, a beast, when an animal appears it appears with the incomplete activity of the
four elements as its content, but without fail it will, sometime, manifest the complete activity of
animal, and therefore manifest the Dharma body.    

Human beings are the same.    They are incomplete in the same way as a stone or a clod
of earth, the ground is incomplete, human beings are incomplete, but inevitably they will mani-
fest the complete activity of the four elements.    Buddhism also teaches that there is a develop-
ment within this process. That when the stone overcomes being a stone it might become a mos-
quito.      And when the mosquito transcends becoming a mosquito it might become a bird, and
then the bird will break through being a bird and become an animal, and the animal will over-
come being an animal and become a human being. When you are sleeping you dream, and when
you dream there are may different kinds of dreams that you have.    You can dream that you are
playing with a plant, or a mosquito.    You can dream that you are flying through the sky with a
bird, or that you are romping around with animals.    Because human beings have experienced all
these different worlds they can have dreams like this.    

And eventually  the  human being will  manifest  a  condition  where  it  doesn’t  need to
progress or develop any further.    It has reached the complete state.    That is the manifestation of
perfect complete enlightenment.    That is the manifestation of the absolute maximum, the abso-
lute  expanse.      This  idea  of  perfect  complete  enlightenment  or  prajna,  perfect  wisdom,  we
haven’t really talked about it that much so far.    If I were giving teisho on the diamond sutra we
would talk about it everyday.    

Once this condition of absolute expanse, the condition where there is no other condition
higher than it or more superlative to it, is reached, then, oppositely the condition begins to con-
tract.    And when the self contracts back down, returns to the original condition of the source
then it reaches a point where it no longer needs to do the death activity anymore.    But the activ-
ity of Dharma or we could call it the activity of the four elements, when it reaches this ultimate
small condition of the origin it does not stop there.    Immediately it begins expanding and doing
the activity of growing or developing or living, giving birth to all existent things until again it
reaches the ultimate expanse, and then no longer has to do the activity of living.    

As I always say this world is formed by doing the Dharma activity.    And all of us who
are existing in this Dharma world doing the Dharma activity will do the activity of the unsurpass-
able, eventually.    It’s exactly like when you climb a mountain.    When you reach the summit of
the mountain you are freed, liberated from the activity of climbing the mountain.    The reaching
of the summit of the mountain is the manifestation of the ultimate, the most superlative, the
Almighty.    Within Buddhism there are many different schools or branches of Buddhism and one
of the branches of Buddhism emphasizes this climbing to the top of the mountain, this condition
of the most superlative.    When I was a child it was very popular, mountain climbing, and we
were taught this activity of mountain climbing in a way which was in harmony with shukyo, the
practice that we do.    But now when you look at people who practice sports or even mountain
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climbing they don’t  do the sport  or the mountain climbing with this  religious kind of spirit.
Even in Japan now that kind of Buddhist education has disappeared.

But anyway, Buddhism teaches that when the ultimate small condition, the very first con-
dition of the origin breaks apart  existent things come into being.      And these existent things
which have appeared here do an uncountable, innumerable amount of conditions of unification
and separation of subject and object, and through this they grow and develop until finally they
reach the condition where they no longer have to do the activity of living anymore.    If you are
not able to manifest the wisdom which knows the condition of no longer having to do the activity
of living, then you will always be tied up by wanting to live forever, “I want to live.    I want to
live.”    

And people who are mothers will understand this very well, that after you reach this ulti-
mate expanse you oppositely begin returning back to the origin, and raising, nurturing your chil-
dren.    And when you complete educate your children then you manifest the wisdom of no longer
having to do the activity of educating.    The arising of Buddhist compassion is therefore ulti-
mately the negating of the self.    Which is like a mother raising up her children.    Without fail we
will all have this experience, just like a mother of both no longer needing to do the activity of liv-
ing, and also no longer needing to do the activity of dying.    The thing which repeats over and
over again the manifestation of the ultimate expanse and the ultimate small is the Dharma activ-
ity.    The Dharma activity is the activity of the four elements becoming one and separating out
over and over again.

And Rinzai says it very clearly in the text here, that the self is in no way a fixated thing.
That inevitably the self will do both of these activities of no longer needing to live, and no longer
needing to die.    And he says clearly, just in the exact same way as the self is doing the activity
of impermanence all of our organs, we have many different organs, they mention in the text the
stomach, the gall bladder, the spleen, the liver, we also have a heart too, they are all doing this
activity of impermanence.    Everyone’s hair is very beautiful, and you have wonderful beautiful
mustaches and beards too, and your fingernails are also very beautiful.    But all of those things
are doing the activity of living and they will also do the activity of death.    So he says in the text
that this is proof that all dharmas are empty, that you shouldn’t attach to their appearance as real
existence.    Everything is acting without will.    Without will things are appearing and will-lessly
they are disappearing.    But please don’t forget, this self will appear that no longer has to do the
activity of living.    These fingernails also will disappear.    

All things will inevitably manifest the activity of no longer needing to live and no longer
needing to die.    But we have this tendency just to think about what is convenient to ourselves.
Everybody is the same, there are no exceptions to this.    During your life you are always thinking
about what is convenient for you to do, convenient for the self.    And of course this kind of self
which thinks about what is convenient for itself is the incomplete self.    It’s the self that must do
the activity of living.    When this self which needs to, must do the activity of living manifest the
condition where it no longer needs to do the activity of living that is the condition where there
are no fights or disputes.    Because we are bound up by this self which needs to do the activity of
living, then we always want to live, we always fear or dislike the idea of death.    But it’s a fine
thing to have to live.    But according to Buddhism inevitably the self will appear which no longer
needs to do this activity of living.    But this self which has manifested the condition of no longer
needing to do living then meets up with the condition where it must do the activity of dying.
Then it meets up with the self which no longer needs to do the activity of dying anymore.    So if
you become attached to the incomplete self then always you will be controlled by the activities
of living and dying.

But different than thinking in terms of the Dharma activity people nowadays think that
they die by having an accident, or they die at war, or they die through the unfortunate meeting
with a tornado.    But Buddhism says that inevitably you will be led towards the world of living,
you will also, even if its meeting with a tornado you will also meet with situations in which it is
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not necessary to do the activity of living anymore.      Even if you die by having an accident, and I
think in various kinds of humans cultures they have gone out of their way to make accidents hap-
pen, but anyway, when you die having an accident, according to Buddhism what has happened is
that you have met the situation of no longer needing to do the activity of dying.    Well, in the
older days, the culture wasn’t as developed, and so they didn’t have so many accidents as they do
now.      They didn’t have so many accidents which were caused by highly developed cultural
things. But people did die, for example, in war, or by natural catastrophes like tornados.    (Bud-
dhism    must)...explain these accidents.    They go into great detail to explain them.    They say
there is no need to worry about any of it just do the complete Dharma activity.    

Nowadays it is possible for people to live in community.    It seems as if people who are
living in these communities hate religion, and they hate religious rituals, but they have funerals
which are free of these kinds of religious rituals.    But in Japan it’s illegal to do these kind of ac-
tivities.    But in America it seems like the government allows it.    It’s a frightening thing to think
about.    The way I see it is that because of all these different groups forming, all these different
communities they all have, it’s as if they are all forming their own religion, and so in the future I
think there will be even more religious conflict.    But from a certain perspective it isn’t a bad
thing.    Because people are trying to think of a new religious way of thinking.    But it seems to
me that if these new religions are just like the old religions then more and more religious conflict
and dispute will come up so we have to really be careful about this.          

In modern Japan the constitution has a part in it guaranteeing religious freedom.    So any-
body can practice whatever kind of religion they want.    But religions are very dangerous if they
aren’t founded on the clear understanding of the nature of this world and the nature of what it
means to be a person.    The kind of religions that seem to be the most popular are the religions
which tell you that they will satisfy your human greed, your human desires.    But that’s every-
body’s own problem I guess.    If you are able to solve the problem of your self then whether you
meet the God or whether you meet the devil of any religion it is no problem.    But that’s why re-
ligious wars happen. (Correction: the first sentence, ‘If you are able...’ is translated incorrectly,
although I wont try to offer a correction here because I want to finish this...)

And in the text he is talking about the incomplete self, the single thought and he says that
inevitably incomplete thinking will come up.    This is a difficult part in the text.    Yesterday I
know I said that it was an easy part of the text, but when you look at these concepts of imperma-
nence, and then he starts talking about the Bodhi Tree, to explain these well is difficult.    What is
it that he calls the Bodhi Tree.    The great universe is what he means by Bodhi Tree.    We are
told that the historical Buddha was enlightened by doing zazen under the Bodhi Tree.    There are
some people who really believe in this myth, and believing that the Buddha attained enlighten-
ment underneath the Bodhi Tree think that they need to do zazen under the Bodhi Tree too.
These are the really dumb ones.    

As I said just now the Bodhi Tree means this great cosmos, and nobody can escape from
this cosmos.    If we are doing zazen on top of the Bodhi Tree then it is the same as doing zazen
at the foot of the Bodhi Tree.    
(Talking to Shika about the time)

The complete activity of consciousness is the activity of consciousness in which the self
no longer has to do living or dying.    There’s nothing stronger than this.    If the wife says to her
husband, then the husband is in a pickle.    Or oppositely if the husband says, “I don’t need to do
living anymore!”    And goes to fly out of the house the wife will maybe call out to him and say,
“Please stay.    Please stay.”    If you come up with the wisdom that can do the activity of no
longer living and no longer    dying then you will become this most strong thing.    But if you are
standing in the incomplete self and simply say, “I no longer need to do living,” or “I no longer
need to do dying,” that is just emphasizing, or asserting what is convenient for you to say at the
time.    So if the husband or the wife says, “I don’t need to live anymore,” and leaves the house,
that husband or wife will probably half way through their escape turn around and come back.
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And getting back to in the text where he says your single thought, your one thought, as I
said before this one thought comes up immediately, instantaneously, and having listened to my
talk you should know where this thought comes from.    It comes from the Bodhi Tree.    This is
the zero tree which we mean by the Bodhi Tree.    When the self does the activity of the unifica-
tion of subject and object then the self appears as the Bodhi Tree.    Rinzai is explaining the na-
ture of the self, the way of being of the world by calling the Dharma activity the Bodhi Tree in
this case.    No one can escape from the Bodhi Tree.    No one can escape from this universe.
What we usually call birth, this appearance, in contrast to this appearance no one can escape the
activity of then being hidden.    We all appear from the Bodhi Tree and we are all then hidden
within the Bodhi Tree.    But people who dislike death think that there is some other self outside
of this principle and so they are not able to grasp the truth of this.

When the self appears from the Bodhi Tree in an incomplete situation it will end of look-
ing upon the Bodhi Tree as an object.    But when the self is able to manifest the complete activity
of consciousness it realizes clearly that it is the Bodhi Tree and the Bodhi Tree is it.    That is
what it means in the Diamond Sutra when it says “This world is not this world.    This world is a
no-world.” (Correction: better translation, “The true world is no-world.”)    When the self is in-
complete the self seeks after the thing called the self.    But when the complete self appears there
isn’t any need to look for the self anymore because it is the complete self.    The true self is no
self, that’s how it explains it in the Diamond Sutra.
 All of us have a home.    There are no people who don’t have a home.    But incomplete
ones inevitably will make an object of their home and look upon it as an object.    But if you
manifest your true home there’s no longer any need to look for a home.    No home is the true
home is what it says in the Diamond Sutra.

So here’s a koan for everybody, “How do manifest no self?”    How do you manifest no
home?    It seems like it’s no big deal but if you can actually completely and truly manifest the
wisdom that understands koans like that then you can say that you really have studied Zen.
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